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It’s a good start, way short of what’s needed — cleaning house of all Trump regime far-right
extremists, notably Pompeo and likeminded hardliners.

Chance for positive change is virtually nil. Dirty business as usual in Washington won’t miss
a beat — other than perhaps somewhat less toxic rhetoric with Bolton gone, short of enough
to matter.

From inception, the US has been a culture of violence. Throughout most of its history, it’s
been at war at home and/or abroad.

Since attacking North  Korea preemptively  in  June 1950,  it’s  been permanently  at  war
against  one  or  more  nonthreatening  states,  waging  them endlessly  today  in  multiple
theaters.

Democracy is its deadliest export, a notion it deplores, tolerating it nowhere, especially at
home.

US post-WW II  history isn’t pretty. Its record includes assassinations of foreign leaders,
staging color revolutions and coups, along with meddling in elections worldwide — what
imperialism is all about.

Trump announced the news on Bolton, tweeting:

“I informed (him) last night that his services are no longer needed at the White
House. I disagreed strongly with many of his suggestions, as did others in the
Administration, and therefore I asked John for his resignation, which was given
to me this morning.”

Trump added that he’ll name a new national security advisor next week. Bolton’s deputy
Charles Kupperman replaced him on an interim basis — perhaps to remain in the post.

Hold the cheers. He’s closely tied to US military, industrial, security interests, earlier holding
senior Lockheed Martin and Boeing positions.

From 2001 – 2010, he was a board member of neocon/Islamophobe Frank Gaffney’s Center
for  Security  Policy,  a  far-right  figure  The  American  Conservative  called  an  “uber-foreign
policy  hawk…re-ascendent  in  Trump’s  orbit”  through  his  connection  to  Kupperman.

Bolton earlier praised his deputy, saying
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he “has been an advisor to me for more than thirty years, including during my
tenure as National Security Advisor to President Trump,” adding:

“Charlie’s extensive expertise in defense, arms control and aerospace will help
further President Trump’s national security agenda.”

Iranian Foreign Minister Zarif accused Bolton and Netanyahu of “lur(ing) Donald Trump into
killing (the) JCPOA (by) delu(ding)” him.

On Tuesday, Russia’s envoy to the IAEA Mikhail Ulyanov said Iran’s “full cooperation with
the” agency confirms its nuclear program is peaceful.

Bolton’s  announced sacking came shortly  before a press conference with Pompeo and
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin he was scheduled to attend.

In  office since  April  9,  2018,  he  proved his  raging  hawk reputation  time and again  — one
critic saying “(h)e never met a country he didn’t want to destroy.”

Another said he’s far more than “a run-of-the-mill hawk…He’s never seen a foreign policy
problem that couldn’t be solved by bombing.”

He earlier called for military action against North Korea and Iran.

On the DPRK, he said  “the only longterm way to deal with (its) nuclear weapons program is
to end (the) regime,” adding:

“It’s  not  enough…to  impose  sanctions…(North  Korea)  poses  a  threat  to
stability in the region that undermines security…”

“I think further discussions with North Korea, further efforts to pressure North
Korea,  are basically a waste of  time. The way to end the North’s nuclear
program is to end the North.”

He falsely said “Iran’s steady progress toward nuclear weapons has long been evident,”
adding:

“The inescapable conclusion is that Iran will not negotiate away its nuclear
program. Nor  will  sanctions block its  building a  broad and deep weapons
infrastructure.”

“The inconvenient truth is that only military action like Israel’s 1981 attack on
Saddam Hussein’s Osirak reactor in Iraq or its 2007 destruction of a Syrian
reactor, designed and built by North Korea, can accomplish what is required.”

Iran’s legitimate nuclear program has no military component — confirmed time and again by
the IAEA. The US intelligence community found no evidence of Iran seeking the bomb
because none exists.

Pyongyang called Bolton a “war maniac,” adding:
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“(I)t  will  be  fit  to  call  (him)  not  a  security  adviser  striving  for  security  but  a
security-destroying adviser who is wrecking peace and security” worldwide.

He earlier said

“(t)here  is  no  United  Nations.  There  is  a  international  community  that
occasionally can be led by the only real power left in the world (the US) when it
suits our interest, and when we can get others to go along.”

Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation director Alexandra Bell said

“(b)etween Pompeo and Bolton,  you’re  looking at  a  neocon foreign policy
(team) jacked up on steroids.”

They and their henchmen are militantly hostile toward Russia, China, Iran, North Korea,
Syria, Cuba, Nicaragua, and other countries unwilling to subordinate their sovereign rights
to US interests.

They never met a conflict resolution plan they didn’t want to undermine — notably against
Trump’s announced troop pullout from Syria, rapprochement steps with North Korea, and
cutting a deal with the Taliban.

They sabotaged Obama’s Cuba agenda by Trump’s imposition of new illegal sanctions on
the country. They orchestrated a color revolution attempt in Nicaragua that failed — so far.

They planned and got Trump to go along with all-out war by other means on Venezuelan
social democracy and nonbelligerent Iran — both countries threatening no one, seeking
cooperative relations with other nations.

They got Trump to veto a congressional measure to end US involvement in Yemen. They
convinced him to escalate hot wars he inherited, wage trade war on China, and helped
prevent improved relations with Russia.

In Washington, names and faces change. Dirty business as usual continues under both right
wings of the US war party — waging endless wars at home and abroad, serving privileged
interests exclusively at the expense of ordinary people everywhere.

Bolton’s departure won’t change a thing with Pompeo at state, Abrams as White House
envoy for regime change in Venezuela, Brian Hook in the same capacity against Iran, along
with numerous other Trump regime hardliners in place, and a hornet’s nest of likeminded
bipartisan congressional members.

Commenting on Bolton’s ouster, Iranian President Rouhani advisor Hesameddin Ashena 
mistakenly said it’s a “sign of the failure of US ‘maximum pressure’ strategy.

Last week, Brian Hook said more Trump regime sanctions on Iran are coming, indicating no
letup in its “maximum pressure” policy.

Through his spokesman Abbas Mousavi, Iranian Foreign Minister Zarif said
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“(w(e) will  not be issuing any statement on US internal affairs” — referring to
Bolton’s sacking.

Iran’s UN envoy Majid Takht-e Ravanchi stressed that

“there  is  no  room for  talks  as  long  as  the  US  administration’s  economic
terrorism and cruel sanctions against the Iranian people are in place.”

“The topic  could be discussed only  when they lift  the sanctions,”  adding:
Possible future talks will  only occur through the P5+1, indicating they also
depend on the Trump regime returning to the JCPOA it illegally abandoned,
breaching international law.

In Washington and the West, everything changes but stays the same.

Since the neoliberal 90s, it’s been for the worse with no prospect for positive change.

*
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blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com. Listen to cutting-
edge discussions with distinguished guests on the
Progressive Radio News Hour on the Progressive Radio
Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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